
LESSON 4 Act 2 Scene 1 
Drama 
 
Choral 
performance 
 

 
Soliloquy Performance 
 
Divide Macbeth’s speech “Is this a dagger which I see 
before me” in Act 2Scene 1 into whole sentences or 
phrases. Each member of the class has one sentence or 
phrase. Explain to class that their task is to memorise 
their individual section.  
 
Practice saying the sentence or phrase in as many 
different ways as possible: 
 
- Shout it! 
- Whisper it. 
- Say it in a pleading tone. 
- Sing it! 
- Say it in a persuading tone. 
- Say it quickly! 
- Say it slowly. 
- Say it angrily! 
- Say it as if you are apologising. 
- Say it sarcastically. 
 
Encourage the children to choose a way to say it that 
they think fits what Macbeth is saying in that part of 
the speech. 
Everyone forms a circle, standing in the order of the 
speech.  Ensure the children know in advance what 
they’re going to do when they say their line e.g. step 
forward, shake fist, raise arms, etc. 
• Go around the circle in order, each person saying his 
or her phrase in turn. 
• Discuss with children: how did it feel to perform it all 
together?  
 
Explain to class that they need to Remember to use 
“Shakespearean” pronunciation. For example: - 
 
This speech by Macbeth: 
 
Accursed be that tongue that tells me so, 
 
Would have been said as: 
 
Accurse-ed be that tongue that tells me so, 
 



So that the syllable pairs (five of them in the line) are 
correct in number and in emphasis (if you say it as 
“accurs’d” you’ll see how the rhythm of the line is 
destroyed). 
 
Whereas: 
 
And damn’d be him that first cries, “Hold 
enough!” cannot be pronounced “dam-ned” because 
to do so would give eleven syllables in the line, and 
would not allow the right emphasis to be placed on 
each syllable. Tell children that in short, whenever they 
see a word ending “-ed” it should have its ‘e’ 
pronounced to preserve the rhythm of the speech. 
 

Writing Macbeth’s Soliloquy 
 
Text Collage 
 
The choral performance leads into a free verse 
composition activity: the children will manipulate the 
language and reconstruct it to create their own poetic 
phrases. 
Distribute copies of the ‘crunched’ text for children to 
look at. Which words appeal to them immediately? 
Encourage creativity and experimentation here. The 
use of whiteboards and pens would be effective. Pupils 
can explore a number of versions. Some ‘rules’ you 
may want to use as thinking prompts: 
 

x Avoid composing the same word strings as 
Shakespeare has done 

x Invent new ways of communicating the same 
feelings that Macbeth is experiencing in this 
scene 

x In order to maintain clarity and meaning, you 
may need to add your own non-lexical words (I, 
of, where etc.) 

x Add your own punctuation 
x Add questions 
x Change tense/verb endings if required 
 
Extension for more able 

x Explore the different effects that can be 
created by repeating words, or placing words 
next to each other which start with the same 
sound (alliteration) or contain the same vowel 



sound (assonance) 
x Use advanced punctuation (semi-colon, colon) 

 
Using the words from the ‘crunched’ text you could 
model some to children e.g. 
 
The dagger’s dead clutch celebrates my murderous 
mind. What cold horror invites such wicked off’rings? 
This wicked blade is a vision from heaven; it summons 
me from a curtain’d half world. What foolish business is 
this? 
 
When children are finished, and the verse has been 
marked and edited, they can illustrate in a text collage 
format. 
 
One excellent way to do this is on an iPad via the Visual 
Poetry app. See examples of the teacher’s modelled 
phrase illustrated in two different ways in this app. 

 
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/visual-poetry-word-
collage/id364299857?mt=8 

https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/visual-poetry-word-collage/id364299857?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/visual-poetry-word-collage/id364299857?mt=8


 

 
 

 



 
Macbeth’s Soliloquy 

Act 2 Scene 1 
 

Is this a dagger which I see before me, 
The handle toward my hand? Come, let me clutch thee: 

I have thee not, and yet I see thee still. 
Art thou not, fatal vision, sensible 

To feeling as to sight? Or art thou but 
A dagger of the mind, a false creation, 

Proceeding from the heat-oppressèd brain? 
I see thee yet, in form as palpable 

As this which now I draw. 
Thou marshall'st me the way that I was going, 

And such an instrument I was to use. 
Mine eyes are made the fools o'th'other senses, 

Or else worth all the rest. I see thee still, 
And on the blade and dudgeon gouts of blood, 

Which was not so before. There's no such thing: 
It is the bloody business which informs 

Thus to mine eyes. Now o'er the one half-world 
Nature seems dead, and wicked dreams abuse 

The curtained sleep. Witchcraft celebrates 
Pale Hecate's off'rings, and withered murder, 

Alarumed by his sentinel, the wolf, 
Whose howl's his watch, thus with his stealthy pace, 
With Tarquin's ravishing strides, towards his design 
Moves like a ghost. Thou sure and firm-set earth, 
Hear not my steps, which way they walk, for fear 

Thy very stones prate of my whereabout, 
And take the present horror from the time, 

Which now suits with it. Whiles I threat, he lives: 
Words to the heat of deeds too cold breath gives. 

I go, and it is done. The bell invites me. 
Hear it not, Duncan, for it is a knell 

That summons thee to heaven or to hell. 
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/teachers/offbyheart/speeches/macbeth_dagger.shtml 
 

‘Crunched’ Version of Macbeth’s Soliloquy 
 

a dead wicked alarumed curtained withered cold half-world and hand 
 mind blood toward heat-oppressed pace blade made thee see he the 
take like pale palpable sensible handle me time come mine one done 
are before sure nature false else whose use abuse prate have wolf of 

proceeding ravishing thing feeling going which watch clutch such breath 
with earth worth i walk fatal sentinel all bell hell knell still from form an 
Duncan heaven design in brain on dudgeon vision creation go no too so 

to sleep fear hear o'er murder dagger other or for horror there's 
Hecate's howl's as was deeds towards words strides whiles stones 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/teachers/offbyheart/speeches/macbeth_dagger.shtml


senses celebrates invites gives lives moves eyes off'rings is his this 
fools dreams seems informs summons steps business suits gouts thus 
heat threat that let firm-set yet witchcraft sight it instrument present 
not art marshall'st rest ghost but whereabout thou draw now way by 

bloody they thy stealthy my very 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


